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President
2013 has seen a very active
bunch of Rovers in NSW.
With our numbers rising
from 705 Rovers to 770
in 2013 we must have
been doing something
right! Our BRC
Executive and
RRC Executives
have been
hard at work
to ensure the
best quality
rovering
experience is
participated in by
all, from our BRC
meetings struggling
to fit the people in
the room right down
to our grassroots
rovers a much
enjoyable experience has
been had this last year.
As always Service has been at the center of
NSW rovers hearts and this can been seen
through their participation and enthusiasm by
which they participate in service. NSW again
this year collected cans for Hike for hunger,
this year’s collection was somewhat smaller
than previous years but next years will be big
again!, GWS region rovers started up a NSW
bushfire appeal and ran and coordinated this
and provided much needed resources to the
firefighters and families affected by the fires.
Throughout the year we saw many more crew
based service activities pop-up which was
great to see! Rovers participated actively in
the Anzac day dawn service and it was great
to see a huge turnout of over 50 rovers at the
St George’s day church service. An enjoyable
Branch ball was held earlier in the year and we
had about 100 participants, much fun was had
and the theme was sail away. NSW is planning
a bush dance in a country region in Albury
which it’s great to see some of our branch

events
happening at the outer
parts of the state. A GWS
crew is planning a branch
moot for next year which will be Mexican
themed, and NSW Rovers are much looking
forward to this event. We also have an interregion committee running Branch ball so we
have a full agenda of branch events for 2014.
2013 saw another Successful Snow moot run
with about 40 participants spend the weekend
skiing. NSW has been getting ready for the
new BPSA and started working towards new
system getting everyone ready and support
teams finalized and trained. Over the last year
there has been a big training focus for NSW
rovers over last year, a number of BSTs and an
AST and another AST planned for early next
year. We had 1 BPSA award presented and 2
Stan bales service awards presented. We ran a
Successful NSW conference and AGM and the

exec are working towards making
bigger and better next year, we are
making it an overnight conference as we
found there was so much great discussion half
a day just didn’t suffice. Many NSW rovers
were seen to be participating in the recent
World moot and there were even some NSW
rovers taking leadership roles to help get the
Australian contingent there. We have begun
planning a Rover run activity for jamboree,
which is very exciting for us. We have a large
contingent going to WAM, twice as big as our
contingent to the previous National Moots
always we participated in interstate activities,
Mudbash, Banana bash and many others
we also saw many regions moots, camps,
activities, fundraisers participated in. Rovers
actively helped out at many state run activities
such as Dragon skin, State rally and many
region run activities. It was great to see Rovers

participating
in the Adventurous
school held in January
and right throughout
the year rovers
have been participating in
adventurous activities
and gaining qualifications.
It is great to see Rover
crews taking up the new
BPSA with a great deal of
enthusiasm, I would like to
thank all crews that have done
this and encourage all rovers
to undertake the new award
scheme. It’s been great to
hear about all the crews
who have taken on the
new Squire training, it’s a
wonderful thing to have
the same squire training
right across the state
and will make moving
crews and gaining regions
roles fairer and simpler .
Completing the BPSA is a huge challenge
but is an even more so rewarding experience.
Expanding the BRC conference day is a bit of
an exciting thing for us, after the large number
of enthusiastic rovers we had last year we have
expanded it to make it more inclusive of further
travelling rovers and providing more networking
sessions.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank
my outgoing Executive who have worked very
hard throughout the year to ensure rovering
has been enjoyable to all throughout the year.
A very big goodluck to the incoming executive
who I know will work wonderfully together to
produce some excellent work, Good luck to
Adam the incoming president, president can
be a very hard time consuming role at time
but it is one of the most rewarding and most
developmental roles in rovering, have fun! And
to all rovers out there have a great year and
happy rovering!
Yours in Rovering

Mitchell Rath

Vice President
The past 12 months have been a year of
change and growth, with the development
and implementation of a new award scheme
including standardised squire training, the
biggest change in 30 odd years of rover history.
I have overseen 1 Baden Powell Scout Award
review panel and had the honour of visiting
Government House 3 times to read citations
for Queen’s Scout and Baden Powell Scout
awards. The last of which was the last official
scout function of her Excellency Professor
the Honourable Marie Bashir AC CVO. I look
forward to meeting the new governor.
I have also had the privilege in receiving award
submissions, exposing me to the best of the
great bunch that is NSW Rovers. Sadly the
ins and outs of all of the processes were not
clear to me. I leave it to the incoming Vice
President to chase the President to help track
down some lost contacts and nail down the
procedure.
I have also represented NSW BRC at NRC,
Chief Commissioners conference and
Commissioners councils all of which have been
valuable experiences and I can only hope that I
have represented you effectively, and faithfully.
I would like to thank Mitch and his team for
making this year an enjoyable experience
which has enabled us to get as much done as
we have. The time in which Mitch has tasked
me to manage parts of the team has allowed
me to develop new strategies which will serve
me well. I wish the incoming team the best of
luck because I hear the incoming president is
a bit of a taskmaster.
Yours In Rovering

Adam Butler

Treasurer
This year has seen a number
of changes to the Treasury
portfolio, with a number of
steps taken to increase ease
of payments, simplify money
management and gain the most
benefit from our liquid assets.
The job of managing the

deposits
as our
primary
payment
method,
ensuring
faster
payments.
The BRC
executive has opened
three short-term, high
interest term deposits, in an effort to increase
our budget without increasing fees to Rovers. I
have also spent some time writing up a yearly
budget in order to project costs into 2014 and
ensure all Rovers have a clear understanding of
how the BRC is spending its money.
Finally, after a number of years of inactivity, the
Rover Motorsport account has been closed in
early 2014, and all funds in this account have
been transferred into the Special Activities
fund.

financials of a Branch activity will be easier in
2014, with the addition of a financial reporting
template, as well as the option for a reloadable
debit card to be issued to the activity’s
treasurer. We have also made the move away
from writing cheques and toward using direct

I feel that this year has been highly productive
and that the changes we have made as an
executive will benefit all Rovers now and into
the future. I look forward to further improving
the financial management of Rovers NSW in
the next 12 months.
Yours in Rovering,

Alison Maynard

As of the 31st December 2013:
Account

Balance as at
31/12/13

Income

Expenditure

Profit/Loss

General

$9376.81

$4352.64

$3163.49

$1189.15

Special Activities

$20859.66

$40166.09

$38447.04
($39314.27)

$1719.05
($851.82)

Rover Motorsport

$864.49

N/A

N/A

*Numbers in brackets are inclusive of WAM expenditure finalised in January, thus reflecting
the true profit margin for the year’s activities.

Public Relations
It has been a truly successful year for Rovers
with the increased awareness of opportunities
both internally and externally. Social media has
been an area that we have placed increased
focus on to get our message across. At the
start of the year we had almost 500 Facebook
likes on our page and by the end of the year
we reached over 730. While this may not seem
like a significant increase that exposure from
those additional people will further spread our
message into the new year by sharing posts.
But with those on the page already we have
seen an increased amount of activity that has
reached thousands. Such as:
• Photos from St. Georges Day had a reach of
over 2.4K Facebook members and over 5.8K
worth of engagement through liking photos,
commenting and sharing these photos.
• Branch Ball had a reached over 4.3k people
and over 29.5K worth of likes, comments and
shares.
• Land Before Time Moot photos reached 2.9K
with 5.4k likes, comments and shares.
• 90’s Kids Moot managed to achieve over
10,000 likes, comments and shares.
It has always been a great pleasure to see the
amount of increased activity in photos and
communication amongst Rovers after every
event and this is how we will continue to grow
as a group when we can show that Rovers
actually do things and have fun at the same
time!
Rovers have been helping at many cub,
scout and venture nights with high numbers
of Rovers helping at Cuboree, Jamboree
2013, Region Camps, Dragon Skin and also
international events such as World Jamboree
and World Moot. A lot of these events can’t
run with the dedicated support of rovers and
we are truly grateful for everyone representing
Rovers NSW.
Additionally we have seen that not only have
we been dedicated to representing Rovers but

we have been
dedicated to
being prompt and
in full uniform when
attending events when
we are on display to the public.
Some of
the events that we represented at state level
were the Lord Mayors Picnic, St George’s
Day, Dragon Skin, Region Events, Western
Australia Moot and World Moot Canada.
While we have been having a lot of fun
this past year we have not forgotten our
dedication towards service. With it being
a huge part of Rovers it has been a year
where we have done everything from Hike
for Hunger, fundraising for both Rovers and
charities and also raising awareness such
as the genius world BBQ event for Relay for
life. The involvement to help the community
during the bush fires devastating parts of the
community was quite impressive and really
shows the dedication and love we have for
those around us.
The sale of merchandise has been steady
this year with the clear popular item being
stickers which is quite evident when you look
at a certain few cars belonging to Rovers and
with the always popular “Chicks dig scarves”
being brought back into production due to
high demand the sale of Rover merchandise
will increase, while any free car surface will
decrease. But there are many other ways to
use stickers and the rest of our merchandise
so there will definitely be many opportunities to
purchase more in the future!
To summarise Rovers has made huge waves
in both the Scouting community and in the
general public with social media being our
greatest tool to get ourselves out there. This
will continue to grow and create new amazing
experiences and opportunities for Rovers all
around the state if we continue to work towards
increasing awareness.

Robert Zamora

Service Officer
We have continued our support of Wesley
Mission with Hike for Hunger collecting
over 6000 cans to help those less fortunate.
Congratulations to Sydney North Region for
collecting the most cans this year!
While everyone was busy collecting for
Hike for Hunger, bush fires ravaged the
Blue Mountains causing many people to be
evacuated and lose their homes. I would like
to congratulate the Greater Western Sydney
on instigating the NSW Rovers Bushfire
Appeal. Thank you to all of the Rovers who
were able to help out with this fantastic
initiative that has helped so many families get
back on their feet.

For NSW Rovers, Service in the past year
has definitely been eventful. Rovers have
continued to strongly represent our motto
of Service in both Scouting and the wider
Community.
By all accounts Rovers have received praise
from all corners starting with Dragon Skin –
themed Into the Wild – in Penrose State Forest
where many Rovers were involved in creating
and facilitating activities throughout the forest
as well as VOCs making sure the Venturers
had an amazing time.
St George’s Service and ANZAC Day Dawn
Service at Martin Place were soon to follow
where we had many faces both old and new
at these events. I wish to thank all those who
participated in honouring our heritage.
Service continued within Scouting with
the Scouts NSW AGM where our Rovers
were a strong presence and received many
compliments from the Scouting community.

The 2013 Lord Mayor’s Picnic (LMP2013) was
definitely a highlight of the year. Held annually
for special needs families, LMP 2013 was
themed ‘Sparkle in Space’ and attracted 31
Rovers who assisted with a range of tasks
including the Xbox and entry tents, food
preparation and dance floor monitoring. All
the Rovers were extremely enthusiastic and
made sure that the attendees had a fantastic
time. The event is definitely one of the most
worthwhile and rewarding on the Rover
calendar and I encourage every Rover to
attend at least one Lord Mayor’s Picnic in their
time as a Rover.
Thank you again to all Rovers across NSW
who have represented Rovers at all Service
events and I hope that the enthusiasm present
this year continues into the future!
Yours in Rovering,

Cecilia Jackson

Training Officer
We have now
had the new
training
system
up and
running
for some
time now
and it is
great to
see more
Rovers
beginning
their
training, with
the uptake
of E-Learning
slowly picking
up, which is slowly
filtering through to an
increasing number of Basic and Advanced
courses running. With improved promotion
and marketing of the Rover training package
I believe this trend will continue and the day
may come where we need to start closing
courses due to large numbers.
Over the past 12 months we ran
three, Rover basic training courses at
various locations around the State.
With these courses we were able to
get 44 Rovers through their basic
training. As it currently stands we
are running Rover basic courses
on demand, however it seems
we are running courses at similar
times year to year. It is my
plan to build the Rover training
calendar to lock these courses
in to give Rovers dates to work
towards. As we have gone away
from “Region Courses” we are
now running “State Courses”
these courses will be scheduled to
ensure all Rovers around the State
have access to Rover Training, and
running of these courses will be in

collaboration with Region training officers.
The final frontier for us to accomplish is wide
spread uptake of Rover Advanced training.
However, I am pleased to report that we ran
a Rover AST course this year. This course
was held at Cataract, with nine? participants
including the National Rover Council Advisor
It was great to see so many of the participants
from our last AST completing their Advanced
training and starting from last month are
being presented with their Wood
Badge. I encourage all
of you to complete
your advanced
training. Not
only do
you get
your

Wood Badge but you also get externally
recognised Certificate IV qualifications.
There are real benefits of completing your
Rover training, not only do you obtain the skills
required to Run your Crew but you also get real
skills which you can apply in your everyday
endeavours. It is also important to note that
this Rover training should not be looked at as
“Crew Leader” training, but it is also available
and relevant to all Rovers!! It is a great way to
learn more about the section but you also learn
skills that will allow you to be a better Crew
Member.
Over the coming twelve months it would be
great to see more Rovers
signed up to
E-Learning,
which will
lead
to

larger BST courses which is great as the
training is more fun with larger courses. Not
only are larger courses more fun but also there
is real benefit to completing your training, it
is there for you to complete so please take
advantage of it. Looking to the future, Rover
Training in this State is in a strong position.
The goal we are working towards is to have
Rovers training Rovers in the coming six to
twelve months. This recently took a turn in the
right direction with Clair Udy and myself being
identified to start training to become Assistant
Leader Trainers, making us members of the
State training team and giving us the ability
amongst other things to run Rover training
courses.
I would like to wish incoming training officer
Clair all the best for the next twelve months. I
am sure she will build on the foundations we
have developed this year and will continue
to allow Rover training in this State to grow.
Between Clair and my self we have a few
projects planned this coming year, so keep a
look out!! As I embark on my next position
as NRC Training & Development Officer
remember that I am still around and
available to offer any assistance
and answer all your questions
relating to training, so feel free to
contact me regarding anything
of a Training or sectional
Development nature.
So please ensure the
message of Rover
Training is getting across
your Region and lets
set ourselves the goal
of consistently running
three basic courses
per year with 15-20
Rovers on each, with
a minimum of one
Advanced course
Annually.
Yours In Rovering,

Luke Pullan

Activities Officer
The last year has been extremely busy for
Activities in Our great state with a wide range
of things to suit all members of Rovering.
Region Moots
90’s Kid, Land Before, Back to School, Fairy
Princess, and Alice in Wonder land
Training and Award Scheme
BST Heathcote, BST Pennent Hills, BST
Swansea, AST Cataract, New Baden Powell
Scout Award
Interstate and National/ International Events We
attended
SurfMoot BatMoot, Mud Bash, St Georges
Ball, World Moot 2013 Canada and WAM (19th
National Moot Western Australia Moot 2014)
Service Events
Lord Mayors Picnic, Hike 4 Hunger, Bush Fire
Appeal Drive, Santa Claus Pub Crawl, Jimmys
Walk for Cancer, Dragon Skin, Scout Hike,
State Rally
Branch Events
Branch Ball, Snow Moot
Thank you to every Crew,
committee and Individual that
helped organize any of the great
rang of activities listed above, it
is great to see Rovers out there
and active.
In the past 2 years of holding this
position I have endeavor to work
towards getting all Branch
Events up and running and it
would seam that all I needed
to do was leave the position

2014 is lineing up to be an Event packed
year for Rovers in our state with Tenders and
committees formed for Bush Dance, Snow
Moot, Branch Ball, Branch Moot and even a
keen bunch of people to head the 2015 Branch
Moot Committee.
Special Thank from me to Alison Maynard for
all your work with Treasury and budget this
past 12 months it has been great to work along
side you.
Thank you to all the outgoing Executive for the
past 12 months of hard work but most of all fun
and friendship we have shared. Good luck to
the incoming executive especially Lizz Melville
I am looking forward to seeing what you do
with this position and the Next 12 months of
Rovering in NSW
Yours in Rovering

Clair Udy

State Rover
Commissioner
It’s been an action packed year in Rovers NSW.
With a excitement packed calendar, Rover
Training up and running, a new Award scheme
and Squire training, and the section in real
growth, it’s been a big 12 months.
State events continue to grow. A successful
Branch Ball and Snow Moot ran in 2013, with
Bush Dance and NSW State Moot, now joining
these on the 2014 calendar. Rovers attended
a number of international activities including
World Moot in Canada. The Australian National
Moot, WAM (stands for West Australian Moot),
saw 94 Rovers and leaders from NSW go
to Perth to participate. Everyone thoroughly
enjoyed the Moot, with new friends found,
new skills learnt, and a multitude of memories
made. National and International events have
helped build real momentum for attendance
at events, with a recent Region Moot breaking
recent records with around 350 Rovers in
attendance.
Rover Training is expanding. The national
guideline that Crew Leaders complete Basic
training is now in place. Crew Leaders, and
Rovers, derive many benefits from Rover
training. It provides skills, knowledge,
experience, and networking to make the task
of leading a Crew much easier and more
rewarding. As a section of young adults, Rovers
should be taking on the ‘Responsible’ tag for
leading and managing their Crews; your Rover
Adviser should just be there to advise!
The new Baden Powell Scout Award has
recently been re-launched. This sees improved
consistency in requirements, including changes
to Squire Training for all Crews. The Award
is structured to encourage participation,
with significant support services in place for
individuals, Crews and Regions. The new
award has already generated a lot of interest,
and I hope to see some of this come to fruition

in the
next
couple
of
years as
completed
Baden Powell
Scout Awards.
The numbers of Rovers in NSW continues
to grow. This isn’t due simply to good luck!
Rather the programmes, events and activities,
communication, friendliness and sense of
community that Rovers have make it an
attractive section to Venturers and non-Rovers
alike. Unlike other sections, Rovers are selfgoverning and managing. If the Rovers don’t
organise something, it simply doesn’t happen.
The Branch Rover Council and the Region
Rover Councils run the section. Despite some
challenges along the way, you’ve all done a
great job making Rovers even better over time.
For those leaving Exec positions, you should
be proud of what you hand over to incoming
members. Well done to all involved! I hope
to see you using the expertise you gained
in Rovers, elsewhere in Scouting in years to
come.
Finally, a key challenge for Rovers is to
continue enhancing the public and Scouting
reputation of the section. With a motto of
“Service”, Rovers get out there and do stuff,
with minimal fuss. It’s okay to stop and reflect
on your achievements every so often, and let
people know what you are up to. I have no
doubt we’ll see and hear more from Rovers
in the coming year, and I encourage you
to continue your involvement in the rest of
Scouting for mutual benefit.
Yours in Rovering,

Walter Waerner

Hume
to thank our previous Regional
Commissioner Rovers, Stuart
Peterson for his time and
hard work in the role.
Stuart will be continuing
to give service to
Hume Region Rovers
though a role as
Rover Adviser at
Razorback Rover
Crew.
We have also
welcomed a new
crew to Hume
Region. 1st Canley
Heights Rover crew
had their first crew
members knighted this
year. This brings our total
number of crews to 5, which
includes 1st Kentlyn Rover Crew,
Matong Rover crew, Razorback
Rover crew and 1st Yaralla Rover Crew.
With XX Rovers across the region.
We have had Rovers attend lots of big
moots and other events throughout the
year. All crews attended Dragon skin,
where 1st Yaralla took the prize for
best base on VOC1. 4 Hume Rovers
attendedWorld Moot in Canada in
August; an unprecedented number from
our Region for an international Rover
event. We also had a record number of
Hume Rovers in attendance at WAM.

2013
has
been
a big year for
Hume Region
Rovers. This year we have welcomed a new
Region Commissioner Rovers, Ian Bromley,
who is very valuable to the Rover section in
Hume Region. We look forward to working
with him in 2014 and beyond. We would like

1st Kentlyn Rover Crew took on the task of
organizing Branch Ball on behalf of the NSW
BRC. It was a successful event which many
rovers from across the state attended.
Unfortunately Hume Moot 2013 - Lord of
the Rings Moot to be run by Razorback had
to sadly be cancelled due to circumstances
beyond our control, but we look forward to
holding Hume Moot again in 2014.

North Coast
In August 2013 for the first time in many years
the North Coast Region had Rovers invested
with the formation of the Four Rivers Rover
Crew. This occurred at the Regional Scout
Rally where 5 members were invested with
the support of Lones Rovers as they are the
sponsor crew. At this camp there was a lot
of fun had by all whilst the rovers provided
support to the running of the event as they
helped with three different bases at the very
last minute (they were only told on the Friday
night as various other groups had not turned
up to run their bases). After this very successful
weekend the rovers were invited to come
again and help the following year at the North
Coast Region Rally. On the 14th of January
two rovers from the four river rover crew
arrived at the National School of Adventurous
Activities Training Course in there beaten up
white van chooka block full with gear extremely
late. (rovers what can you do with them).
On a Serious note this course was majorly
successful. It hosted 140 participants and
took place at Cataract scout park in Sydney
each of them walking away with qualifications
or working towards qualifications in outdoor
recreation. This course featured many activities
including abseiling, Cayoning, Caving, canoing,
kayaking and bushwalking. Now I know
what your thinking canoeing
and crayoning and abseiling
these activities are pretty
limited at cataract
scout park. But they
actually took us to
do the real thing
like multipitch
abseiling and
canyoning in the
blue mountains,
canoing at
shoalhaven,
caving in
Bungonia and even
hiking in the snowy
mountains. Now
back to the rovers

they both achieved and expierenced a lot on
this course both receiving their certificate 2 in
outdoor recreation from Dick Smith. Mitchell
receiving his remote first aid certificate. Both
of them coming very close to receiving their
certificate 3. Some of the activities Mitch and
Jordan participated in included Mulitipitch
abseiling while not knowing what is below
you, being completely lost hiking when the
instructor leaves you because he is to old,
leading canyoning trips even though he has
never been in a canyon before and also
sneaking onto cataracts climbing walls to get
there fix of rock climbing. All in sall this trip was
very exciting and fun with the rovers having
a great time but it was also great to see two
venturers Hayden Stewart and Joe Cheeseman
both receiving certificate 2s and also Geoff
Tosio Playing an increadibly active role on the
course as an instructor and I really think that
we represented the region very well with all
members from this region showing a high level
of achievement. In February the North Coast
Region held their first SIS10 canoeing course.
At this event two members of the Four Rivers
Rover Crew and one of the Lone Rovers helped
with the running of this event as guides as
they had either gained their qualifications at
the National School of Adventurous
Activities Training course or
previously at a Recognition
of Prior Learning Weekend
that was held last year.
Another Rover from
the Four Rivers
Rover Crew was a
participant at this
course. This was a
great opportunity
for the Region
to see how the
benefit of having
Rovers to help
whilst giving the
Rovers a chance
to have fun whilst
improving their skills.

Sydney North
Well where do I begin, 2013 has been another
fantastic year in Sydney North with a great
deal of Rovering happening around the Region.
Rovering within Sydney North is very strong
as always and it is impossible for me to cover
everything so I will try and give a snap shot of
what we have been up to over the last year.
I know there are many running jokes regarding
the arrogance of Sydney North Rovers, but
things just seem to “work” within our Region.
We have over 200 passionate Rovers coming
from 13 Crews spread right around the Region.
Our Crew Leaders work well in conjunction with
our Executive members and we are in touch
with our newer Rovers. We find that through
strong communication and by delivering a
balanced and relevant program we are able to
give our Rovers a fantastic experience covering
all the pillars of Rovers.
It is great to see that the motto of Rovers is still
living strong within the Region. This year has
seen the Rovers within our Region participate
in a mountain of service activities. On top of
the normal service activities such as Dragon
Skin,
Scout
Hike,
Hike
for

Hunger and many others, it was fantastic to
see many Crews going over and beyond what
is expected. As always we held our Region
service project. This year saw us return to
“Scouting” service with our Rovers spending
the weekend at Ingleside campsite
working on various tasks around
the campsite. Every two
months when we met at
Region office for our
Executive meetings
it brought me great
sadness to notice
the Hike for
Hunger trophy
missing, the
effort put in
this year was
fantastic and
It was a great
feeling to once
again have the
board back safe
in our hands (hope
your looking after
the runners-up cup
South Met).
It is great to see relations
between the Crews in the Region
being so strong, social activities have
been great this past year, with a mountain of
inter-Crew nights taking place throughout
the year. Formal social activities for
the Year began with the annual Region
dinner held this year at Se Jong Korean
BBQ restaurant in Carlingford; it was a
fantastic evening with over 70 Rovers in
attendance.
As always SNR Rovers have supported
the full range of Branch events with Rovers
attending every Branch event including the
St Georges ceremony, Branch Ball as well
as helping out at the State AGM. Additionally
we had Rovers attend various interstate and
international events including: Mud Bash,

Banana Bash as well as large numbers at both
World Moot and WAM.
Already 2014 is shaping up to be another
fantastic year starting with 90’s Kid Moot
hosted by Brush Park. From the onset this was
shaping up to be a very special event and not
even the rain was going to stop this from being
one of the biggest Moot this State has seen for
some time. From the reports from those who
attended this was one of the best Moots they
have been to. Massive congratulations
must be given to Brush Park for
pulling off such a magnificent
moot. Not only was this a large
Moot it was also very special
to see participants from
every Eastern state as well
as Tasmania and South
Australia.
Such a large interstate
presence follows on
from World Moot
and WAM, with wide
spread networking
taking place which
has allowed many
strong friendships to be
formed, resulting in more
people attending events
outside not only their Region
but also their State. It is
great to see the bonds
that have been formed
around the country. I
challenge each of you to attend
an interstate event this year;
I guarantee you will have a
fantastic time. And meet
even more new friends.
As always there has
been a great deal of
adventurous activities
taking place around
the Region. Over the
past year our Rovers
have been on various
canyoning trips, 4wd
adventures, as well as
countless abseiling trips,
canoeing and everything

else you could possibly imagine in the areas
of adventurous activities We also had a
handful of Rovers attend the National School
of adventurous activities and from the stories
it sounds like this was an amazing experience
and the participants have learnt a great
deal of skills and had a fantastic time. The
implementation of the new SIS-10 system for
adventurous activities means that there is real
benefit of completing training in adventurous
activities and I encourage you all to get out
there and take benefit of all Scouting has to
offer.
I would like to thank Mitchell and his team for
the effort they have put into everything over
the last year. It is fantastic to see the growth
of Rovering within the State and I look forward
to seeing where the next 12 months will take
us. I am sure the incoming executive under
the guidance of Adam will build on these
foundations and implement changes that will
lead to more consistency around the State
leading to wide spread “Quality Rovering” State
wide.
Yours in Rovering

Luke Pullan

RRC Chairman 2013

Riverina
Riverina Region Rover Council
Annual Review – Branch Rover Council
Riverina Region Rovers have been kept quite
busy over the past 12 months! We have
attended a range of activities throughout the
whole scouting sector, and all around the
world.
One would be sure to understand that we are
not confined to the boundaries of our Region,
as follows:Region Service:
•
4 Rovers attended AJ2013 in
Queensland at Maryborough
•
A large number attended Dragonskin,
coming 2nd place on VOC 4 for our base and
4th overall
•
Rovers attended the Riverina Region
Scout Rally held in May, assisting Leader’s with
bases for the Scouts
•
A number of Rovers and Ex-Rovers
(Fellowship) attended the Aimee St. Clair Pink
and Black Dinner Dance in aid of a fellow
Rovers Sister’s loss of life to Melanoma. The
Dance is held to raise funds and awareness
about Melanoma
•
11 Rovers in the Region are Leader’s or
training to become Leader’s in other sections –
from Joey’s to Venturers, including Training for
Rovers
•
Assistance was given to many a Scout
Troop for Troop Camps and District Camps and
Districts for Founders Day, JOTT, JOTA/JOTI
and Long-weekend Camps
•
With 5 Rovers formally holding
adventurous activities qualifications, many days
were spent on the water, over a cliff or in the
bush, helping and assessing Scouts, Venturers
Rovers and Leaders alike
Region Rovers:
•
St. George’s Day and ANZAC Day were
commemorated by individual Crews
•
We attended Mudbash, as spectators
•
We watched Albury Gangshow, which
had members from FARC on stage
•
Snow Camp ran successfully for the 2nd

year running at
the Tallangatta and
Valley Ski Hut, outside
of Mitta Mitta
•
AliceInWondermoot was attended by the Region,
placing 3rd Overall and 1st for outer Region
•
1 Rover attended World Moot in Canada
•
An appearance was made at Turramurra
Harbour Cruise
•
Service Camps were held at Camp
Kurrajong and Camp Nelson
•
Representatives attended most BRC’s
throughout the year
•
Bushdance was tendered and approved
for, being held in Thurgoona this May
•
WAM was attended by 13 Rovers and 4
Fellowship members
•
WAM was helped along with a mammoth
Ramble consisting of crossing the Nullarbor!
•
Surfmoot saw some of us recuperating
from WAM
•
90’s Kids moot saw Riverina come 3rd
Overall and 1st for Outer Region
Along with these major events, we have
successfully ran our Crew program’s. Activities
ranging from laser tag, movie nights, scavenger
hunts, community events participation, food
and drink education, wood fire oven, tenpin bowling, shooting, fundraising for our
Crew’s, booting 5 Rovers (having retained
4 in fellowship), attended weekly meetings,
council’s etc.
No doubt something has been over-looked, for
that I am sorry.
Thanks goes out to all of Riverina Region
Rovers over the past year. What an exceptional
array of activities, service and fun we have
had! Many memories made, friendships formed
and opportunities acted upon. Not one of us
has forgotten our Rover Prayer, Scout Promise
and Law. We live up to these expectations. We
strive to do the best we can, this proves it!

Kristy Hiscock
Chairman

South Coast and
Tablelands
SC&T Region Report, Annual Report for NSW
Rovers 2014
Over the past couple of years we have been
fortunate enough to be one of the few regions
still growing in size, with our recent census
stating we have roughly 110 Rovers, spread
across ten crews. Though we did lose the
Far South Crew, based in Bega, we have
gained a Tablelands Crew in Gundaroo,
north of Canberra and a Goulburn Crew. As
usual we had a strong attendance
at Dragonskin, as well as our
annual Roventure camp.
The latter provides an
opportunity for the
region`s Venturers to
meet Rovers in a ‘moot
style’ weekend.
Regarding adventures
activities, one could
say SC&T Rovers
continue uphold the
standard. Activities held
in 2013 include, two
Rover/Venture canyoning
weekends, held at Mt
Wilson and Newnes Plateau
and a Rover/Venturers caving
weekend at Wee Jasper. Too add to
this is the annual snow craft weekend. These
adventurous activities are the result of a few
dedicated members, year in, year out.
At the end of every year, the region`s Rovers
collect non-perishable items for the Wesely
Mission in Wollongong. For the past 3 years,
our item count has been around 700-1000, with
the items being used for Christmas hampers
and the church kitchen, who helps feed those
who find themselves in difficult times. Other
service activities include the annual service
camp at Mt Keira, the running of bases at the
Jamborette and assistance at the Cuboree.

Since 2001, the South
Coast and Tablelands
region Regional Rover
Council have been
running the Weekend Game
for the region`s scouts, with
the inclusion of a southern game at Potato
Point (Narooma) since 2009. ‘A Squire’s Tale’
– Weekend Wide Game’s 13th North event,
held on the 23/24th November 2013, saw
SC&T Rovers turn Cataract Scout Park into a
medieval township. 200+ Scouts in
40 Patrols attended the Squire
meet, with major activities
including a famous ‘Castle
Siege’, a void of random
encounters, a village of
Slums and Camelot
(filled with Medieval
Madness).
‘Cluedo’, Weekend
Wide Games’ 5th
South event, held
on the 25/26th May
2013 saw the crime
fighting talents of Scouts
& Venturers revealed over
24 hours. The game required
Scouts and Venturers to collect clues
through bases and interrogation of characters,
including Mrs Peacock, Prof Plum, Mr Green,
Col Mustard, Ms Scarlet and Mrs White.

Ben Nichols
Ryan Manton

Greater Western Sydney
The last twelve months have been a
whirlwind adventure … at least for
me. Greater Western Sydney
Region Rovers have been a
hive of activity, and rightly
so are seeing the benefits
of the last twelve months
of Rovering paying off.
The beginning of last
year saw the introduction
of Matthew Lee as our
Assistant Commissioner
Rovers. He has been
assisting (as the name
suggests) David Twist (RC
Rovers) in supporting rovers within
Greater Western Sydney. As an added
benefit, with Matt being on the BPSA support
Team, he will help ensure that the region is able
to smoothly transition to the new BPSA. He
will have the help of David Twist, and myself in
doing that. So no pressure.
Our region has been involved in many
activities with other sections. We had a greater
presence than previous years at the Regional
Jamborette, running a dedicated rover base,
playing major roles in the Gang Show base,
and running site security. In a single event we
were able to show rovers in a positive light, and
that we were a force to be reckoned with. Just
ask the kid who tried to go to the bathroom
after curfew.
No one is to rest on their laurels. We pulled
out all the stops when it came to our motto
(FYI it’s service) this year, running the inaugural
‘Service Moot’, and making great contributions
to the Bush Fire Recovery efforts with the
‘Rover Bush Fire Appeal’. Both efforts were
greatly supported within our region, and it’s
a testament to the Rovers within our region.
Somehow in between all this we still managed
to squeeze in a region moot. Don’t ask me
how; I’m still trying to work it out myself.
1st/2nd Merrylands successfully ran Alice in

Wondermoot with over 150 people in
attendance on the Saturday night.
The mad hatter barely had
enough seats at the table for
everyone.
Within the region we ran
an ambitious project.
Run almost completely in
secret, known only to a
select few. We set the bar
high, but the diving board
higher, the Region Rover
Pool Party was a splash, and
everyone in attendance had an
unforgettable time. Next year we
will build on our successes, and it will
surely slip and slide into the record books.
The coming year brings with some equally as
ambitious projects. Castle Hill is running Man
Vs Monster Moot. I don’t know what to make
of the theme, but if history’s anything to go off,
not knowing makes it all the more interesting.
I’m looking to find out what it actually means
come the 8th of August. Kings Langley has
taken on Branch Moot; a.k.a Mexican Moot;
a.k.a the most amazing Branch Moot ever. It
even beat out the one that didn’t run last year.
Break out your Sombreros, and dust of your
ponchos, because you’re in for a fiesta of a
time come the October Long weekend.
Finally, I’d like to congratulate Johnathan
Morey on becoming the National Youth Council
Chair. This is the third report I’ve congratulated
him in, so I hope he’s read at least one of them.
He’s got big shoes to fill. The Chairmanship is
nothing to be taken lightly, but although they
don’t look like it, his feet will make a snug fit. In
the next two years I’m sure he’ll do a great job,
and have heaps of fun.
Bring on the next twelve months!

Angus Boxall
RRC Chairman 2014

Lones
We’ll this year
has been action
packed for the
Lone Rover Crew.
It’s been a busy
year for our most
senior rover Scott
Witchard trying to
complete his BPSA,
unfortunately missing
out on his ramble and
project badges in the
last few months, he hosted
crew camps far and wide to get
most of the crew to attend at one time
or another, the most memorable camp being
during the flooding events of last February.
Jade Elliott’s ramble went well, last Easter a
team of rovers embarked on a four day hike in
the Gibraltar and Washpool NP’s. Four days
of pristine bush land, a torrential down pour
and many funny stories later we made it back
to our start point, although tired, we were glad
to have seen so many different ecosystems
and pristine forest.
As the year rolled on, August and World Moot
came quickly. We had two crew members
attend the World Rover Moot in Canada. Scott
Witchard and Martyn Challinor had an amazing
time traipsing across the globe. It was a huge
experience for so many more reasons for
Martyn. It was his first time unaccompanied
overseas. The crew would like to thank all
those rovers in the contingent that helped
Marty out, getting through different terminals,
customs and having a blast at the camp itself.
We had a large turnout of crew members at the
North Coast Region Scout Rally and we were
able to assist in the investiture of the 4 Rivers
Rover Crew and we wish them all the best as
they have a lot of old Venturers ready to join
their ranks.
We regularly make contact with a number of 17

and
a half
year old
Venturers from the Lones
Unit and others to help
bolster the crew numbers as
our older members move through
the ranks. Currently the crew is sitting
on 5 Rovers, 6 squires and 3 recruits. We will
be having a booting in the near future for Scott
who is soon to reach the ripe old age of 26 and
we will be investing some squires at a camp on
the North Coast in a few weeks.
As the rover motto says, the crew has been
working tirelessly providing service to a whole
scope of organizations. The crew is heavily
involved in groups like Junior Legacy, RFS,
SES and the Currumbin Wildlife sanctuary,
while also carrying out leader and fellowship
roles in their home regions.
Over New Years the crew held their annual
crew camp at Westmead Scout Hall to coincide
with the Lord Mayors Picnic. As always the
crew had a blast, navigating around the CBD
out to Manly, being able to mix with the city
crews and our new members.
In short a busy year for our crew and with
the steady progression of time picking off a
couple of our older rovers, there will be plenty
of new blood to fill the ranks of the crew. Lots
of camps had this past year and many more
planned throughout the coming year.
Yours in Rovering

Scott Witchard - CL 2013
Jade Elliott 		
- CL 2014

South Metropolitan
South Met Rovers have put a huge amount of
effort into the year, through service, attendance
in general and the general way we have
conducted ourselves as a whole. Huge thank
goes to exec, Lizzie Melville as Chair Chick,
Laney Warnett for her final year as secretary
and stepping in as Chair when needed, her
replacement has a tough road ahead of them,
but Laney has a done a fantastic job keeping
our region in check for the last couple of years.
Ross Olgive as treasurer has also done a great
job and been very reliable with the money. A
big thank you to Mike Whetherly who has been
great as Rover Advisor for the region as usual.
A big thank you to everyone who also held a
position this year, turned up to RRC, BRC and
other events when necessary, and gone above
and beyond their duties when necessary. The
region has really outdone ourselves this year,
and we all can’t wait to see what we have in
stall for 2014.

embracing the new changes
with a positive attitude for this
year’s Dragon Skin I can feel
this being a great chance to
show case our VOC even
further for 2014.

Starting off with Dragon Skin, it is always great
to see the huge attendance from South Met
at VOC 3. It is a huge effort on everyone’s
part to get VOC happening, from VOC staff
to individual crew activity bases. It was great
to see so many of our region crew’s activity
bases mentioned as some of the best bases at
the whole of Dragon Skin. The VOC staff have
come from strength to strength with combined
efforts of our
neighbours in
SCAT,
and

Kirrawee Gang Show is the longest running
Gang Show in Australia and is held every 2
year. In 2013 there were 11 Rovers on stage
as well several more in the production. There
were even more helping backstage with the
running of the stage, props, dressing rooms,
costumes, visual and audio. Although KGS isn’t
a professional stage show, it is something our
Rovers love getting involved in during show
years.

A great effort was put
into organising Roventure
from scratch which with
a great organising team.
We had a good amount of
support from the region in both
assisting organising and showing
up. 2nd Abbotsford Rovers and
4th Kingsgrove Venturers took out the
event for 2013. There is also very strong
interest in running another Roventure for in
August 2014, so here’s hoping we can get even
more support for such a great event that can
very easily benefit all crews in our region.

Snow Moot – With the complete organising
team being from South Met it was no surprise
that there was a huge attendance at this
event in July. We are also hugely involved
in running 2014’s Snow Moot and are
very excited to see many of the other
region’s attendance rates.
Hurstville Rover Crew very
successfully ran South Met
Region’s Moot for 2013 with
the theme of Back 2 School
Moot. A great attendance of
125 people over the whole

weekend, one of the most successful South
Met Region moots in a while. 2nd Abbotsford
won the moot, so we are very keen to see
what the new crew in our region can do
for 2014’s moot.
WAM – We had 17 attend from
South Met to the National
Moot which was great to
see. I don’t think I need to
elaborate any further on
this because if you haven’t
seen on your social media
or heard about how much
fun we all had, you’re doing
something wrong.
Lord Mayor’s Picnic is
traditionally a high attended
service event from South Met
and although WAM was happening,
9 Rovers from South Met still attended
and were able to enjoy New Year’s Eve while
helping the community and being with their
friends with a great view of the fireworks.
We had 8 representatives from South Met
attend the World Moot held in Canada in
August. Again, if you haven’t seen how much
fun World Moot was, you are probably doing
something wrong.
The following events had representatives from
South Met region in the past twelve months,
and a seemingly good time was had at:
Region events:
• Adventure Roventure
• Region Scout Camp: Rovers ran multiple
activities for Scouts including abseiling, catered
food, ran the night entertainment disco
• Kirrawee Gang Show
• Gymea Halloween Party – another great
success of the annual event run by Gymea
Rovers
• Back 2 School Moot
• Official Unofficial Xmas Party – great turn out
to celebrate the end of a fantastic year at Strike
Bowling Bar
Inter Region events:
• Alice in WonderMoot – GWS Moot
• Magical Mystery Tour

• Turramurra 1920’s Harbour Cruise – Huge
numbers attending another great Harbour
Cruise by Turra, we loved the theme!
• Santa Pub Crawl – another one our favourite
annual events, with a great turn out from the
region
• Fairy Princess Moot – SCAT – local camp for
us so we always love going down to Mt Keira
for SCAT moot, great turnout even from those
that were at WAM
• 90’s Kids Moot – Sydney North – huge turn
out from SM with about 30 of us there, was
great to get to know some of the newer soon to
be crews in the region
State events:
• Into The Wild Dragon Skin
• St George’s Day
• Anzac Day March – in the physical march and
helping run
• Branch Ball – photographer supplied by SM
• White Christmas Snow Moot
• Lord Mayors Picnic
• NSW Cuborree
• Inter State events:
• Mud Bash – both spectators and team
members of cars attended
• Surfmoot – 8 from SM made the trek down to
Victoria for their annual Surfmoot
National events:
• WAM – National Moot
International events:
• World Moot Canada
We may have had a bit of a lull in the last
couple of years, but our region is now so close,
everyone is gaining numbers, and we are
even gaining crews. 2nd Abbotsford and 1st
Caringbah have some very enthusiastic people
who are bringing out the adventurous and
positive in a lot of people, and we look forward
to them becoming official crews in the coming
year.
We have outdone ourselves in the past year,
and can’t wait to see what we have in stall for
this coming year. Huge thank you to 2013 exec
and best of luck to the incoming South Met
exec, there are only great things expected from
2014.

Hunter and Coastal
The past 12 Months in Hunter and Coastal
have been bitter sweet. With Much healthy
debate between my executive and eventually
the best path (I believe) eventually coming
forward.
All of our Crews attended Dragon Skin once
again the high quality of our bases has been
recognised with North Lake Macquarie
Rover Crew receiving Best base on skin. we
once again had a strong presence at special
childrens Xmas party, where all kids and rovers
had a good time.
This year saw the first Hunter and Coastal
moot run for many years, with around 100
participants it was what we were aiming for, to
ease back into running moots and look forward
to a bigger moot next year run by Merewether
Rover Crew coming in second only behind
Brush park by 4 points.
Hunter and Coastal is glad to finally have a
website and knowledgeable PR officer to drive
it with many good innovations appearing on it
including sharing programs
and online RRC
report

submission. which have been met with
appreciation for ease of submission and
inclusion into minutes.
We had 8 members attend WAM and all have
officially said they had an awesome time! we
also had a large contingent attend Sydney
North’s 90’s Kid Moot. and smaller contingents
to most other moots. many of our members
attended NSW BRC’s branch ball and from all
reports was an enjoyable night.
An area of focus for Hunter & Coastal has
been developing a functioning crew NW of
Newcastle and things are looking good with
a large pool of interest members as well as
current rovers interested in helping. We look
forward to seeing a strong start for Hunter
District Crew!
Despite all our achievement this year a decline
in membership is not a favorable outcome. I do
take solace in my belief that the hard work and
new strategies will leave next years executive
in good position and we will hopefully see the
gains of our labour in the coming year.
Yours in Rovering

Adam
Butler

Branch Ball
On the 27th April 2013, 85 NSW Rovers (and
a single lonely Victorian) descended upon
Campbelltown Catholic Club to Sail Away on
the SS Branch Ball. Far from the gumboots
and tents, these Rovers were dressed up
to the nines and ready to celebrate another
year of Rovering in style. After a delicious 3
course
meal, a word from our
commissioner
and the

awarding
of the
prestigious
BOAGIES (Bloody Outstanding Awards Given
In Effort and Service) everyone let their hair
down and danced the night away. Come
midnight clearing the room out was hard as

the ball came to a close.
This event is one of my favourites and seeing
my theme and ideas come together into an
excellent night was an amazing feeling. I, as
an organiser, had heaps of fun as well. I got to
know so many Rovers through promoting this
ball and I’d encourage anyone to have a go.
This was a pretty easy event to run and the
outcome was amazing. Branch
Ball is such a unique
event within our
calendar and I
hope it continues
to grow.

Madeline Kayess

Captain of the SS Branch Ball

Snow Moot
On Friday the 19th July
55 excited Rovers
boarded the bus for
a White Christmas
Snow moot, the
cheapest snow
moot run in over
5 years. After an
8hr bus trip on the
double decker we
finally arrived in
Jindabyne, collected
our gear hire and went
to the Scout Alpine
Centre. Throughout
the night Santas helpers
were hard at work making
sure a Christmas tree and other
decorations were festively placed
and in the morning rovers received Christmas
cards containing lift passes.
Snow
started falling on
the way up to
Perisher
slopes, and
continued
falling
heavily

throughout
the day.
Everyone
enjoyed a full day
of skiing,
snow boarding and snow
man making with no injuries and everyone
returned back to the bus on time except one.
After an hour authorities were notified, however
soon after he returned from been held up by a
shuttle bus in a traffic jam – the best possible
outcome!

That night dinner was enjoyed
at Lake Jindabyne hotel
followed by the option of
giving into the calling of
a warm comfy bed, or
staying out till the early
hours of the morning.
Upon sunrise (yes,
we were up that early
to cook breaky) it
was revealed that it
snowed in Jindabyne
overnight, meaning
outside was covered
with a beautiful layer of
white snow.
After packing the bus we
left for our final day
at Perisher.
Many

adventure
were had with multiple stories
of exportations leading to waist
deep snow, falling off chair lifts,
impressive stacks, impressive
recoveries and technique
perfection worth boasting about.
Then after a few last minute snow
angels we boarded the bus to start
our journey home.

Girl Guides,
NSW and ACT
Firstly, what is the Olave Program?
The Olave Program is a unique branch of
Guides that enables young women aged 18 –
30 years to ‘Serve, Support, Succeed’. The
Olave Program allows participants to engage
in opportunities for personal challenge through
a flexible network, with a focus on service.
It provides a voice for the young women of
Guiding in this age group.
Now, what have the Olaves been doing this
year?

It has been another busy and successful year
for the Olaves of NSW and ACT!
Interest groups from around the state have
been involved with a multitude of activities
with the underlying motto ‘Serve, Support,
Succeed” strongly represented this year.
At the Olave Program conference in February
alone, participants collected over 444 recycled
bras in an annual drive for the ‘Uplift Project’ to
send to women in disadvantaged communities.
Following a formal dinner with a guest speaker
from the ‘White Ribbon Foundation’ we also
held a Trivia fundraiser for the foundation,
to assist the campaign in stopping violence
against women. Additionally, throughout
the weekend participants sewed over
300 breast care bags to donate to a
local hospital enabling women in
recovery from breast surgery the
freedom and independence
to get out of bed, no longer
confined by their medical
devices.
This years conference
‘Operation Uplift’ was
attended by more
Olaves than ever
and had two exciting
additions. It was
opened up to girls
from around Australia,
recruiting participants
from Western Australia
and Queensland
which provided some
excellent opportunities
for networking and
new friendships. The
conference was also
extended this year,
introducing the option of
participating in a two or four day

event,
with the
two extra
days including
trips to the Blue
Mountains and an
Amazing Race Challenge
around the City.
Individual Olaves and their groups have
participated in a variety of other service
projects during the year including Relay for
Life, MS Mega Swim, assisting with the Rover
Bushfire Appeal and helping assemble birthing
kits to improve the conditions for women who
give birth at home in developing countries.
A number of members of the Olave Program
also travelled internationally to represent Girl
Guides, including attending the United Nation’s
57th Commission on the Status of Women
(CSW) in New York, running a GOLD program
to assist new Guide leaders in the Cook Islands
and attending a ‘Stop the Violence’ Conference
in Rwanda.
The 2013 ‘Game on’ Regatta was held for
the final time at Nords Wharf and saw some
intense competition and creative dress-ups
between senior Guides and Olaves alike.
This weekend (16-18th of March) units will
battle it out on the waters of Lake Macquarie
once more, this time at a new campsite for
‘Superhero’ Regatta! May the best team win!
The annual Guide caving weekend, hosted with
the help of the RSS was a sell-out once again
with a mixture of 50 senior Guides and Olaves
in attendance, exploring the horizontal and

vertical
caving systems of Wee Jasper.
We combined forces to enter into a number of
Rover activities during 2013, and managed to
sneak away prizes in most of them. Dragon
skin saw a number of units enter ‘Into the Wild’
and host creative bases for the venturers and
senior Guides, bringing home at least one
‘Best Activity on VOC’ award. Additionally an
Olave group took home ‘Best Dressed’ unit
at Turramurra Rover’s Harbour Cruise and we
had Olave members in the winning team of
Normanhurst’s Magical Mystery Tour… thanks
for having us Rovers!
It is exciting to see Guiding membership across
all age groups and involvement is continuing
to increase. 2013 saw the launch of the Olave
Program Review which promises new and
exciting changes to begin from early 2015, so
watch this space!
To conclude, a huge BRAVO must be extended
to Sally Hare, Lauren Brincat, Claire Donald and
Pam Howard who completed their Olave Baden
Powell Award in 2013!

